
Fairy Bear
Feel the Fairy Bear story needs a new writeup. Not being the best writer in the world; 
could be because I try for a level of accuracy, to exceedingly high. Do not know whether 
I want to put my name to it. May others will try, and this will give them some basis for a 
more interesting but accurate rewrite.

Question one may ask where did the Fairy Bear come out of hibernation, and kind of 
woke up;

Beerwalde or bear of the forest, is likely somewhere near the locality.

Name Elchwald, which is German meaning elk (moose) of the forest. Location near 
Germany/Poland southern end of border.



It is felt that the Fairy Bear (Berwald), and Elk (moose) of the forest (wald) would be 
near the southern location of the German/Poland border. They are felt to be Anglo of 
Saxon.





Given the above it is felt that the Fairy Bear, and the Elk (moose) of the Forest, came 
Northumbria, from North Germany or Denmark.





 

It is felt that the Borneheedes were from Northern Germany. The family may not have 
been of Denmark, but if not lived just south of Denmark, and Denmark did influence the 
name.



Algwald (Ælgwald) is another name for Elfwald (Ælfwald); basically from elg to elf. 
This change from elg (elk/moose) to elf, is likely because of no elk in Northumbria. 



It is felt the Fair Bear, along with the Elk of the Forest came to Northumbria, from 
Northern Germany, just south of Denmark. This is felt to make them Anglo, and could 
be referred to Anglo-Danish.

The localities of their landing would also indicate this.





One can see that Braidley, and Schaw are near the Hermitage Castle.

From; Robert Bruce Armstrong, on Liddesdale one can see the land of McPatrikhope, 
Braidley, and Schawes around the Hermitage Castle was of in 1472, the Douglas of 
Cavers, which were related to the Douglas of Kirkandrews. It talks about Archibald 
Douglas “Bell the Cat” fifth Earl of Angus, along with the Ker of Cesford, Scot of 
Buccleuch.

The above is indicative that Archibald passed land on to William Douglas 1472, at the 
approximate time land was passed from Archibald on to Robert Elwald of Redheugh.



Robert Bruce Armstrong, History of Liddesdale....

It should be noted that the Wake family of Cottingham, also owned the Hermitage of the 
lands in Liddesdale.  It is felt the Elwald who serviced the Wake Manor of Cottingham, 
East Riding, Yorkshire, also serviced the Wake Castle the Hermitage in Liddesdale.

The Elwald were most likely located up the rivers Liddel, and Hermitage from the 
Armstrong of Whitehaugh.



It should be noted that after the Union of the Crowns that the Fair Bear and the Elk 
(moose) of the Forest, moved onto Fermanagh, Ulster.

But the Fair Bear started eating the Elk of the Forest, and they moved on to the America 
Plantation were there was more land.



Martin is an Ellot of Braidley name, and Daniel  Elliot, is of my line, so it seem in the 
American Plantation the Fair Bear, did well with the Elk of the Forest. 

It should be noted that dad from Mt Ayr, Iowa, said the Armstrong of Mt Ayr were good 
people.
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